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Shading correction algorithm for cone-beam CT in radiotherapy: Extensive clinical validation of image quality improvement
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ABSTRACT

A shading correction algorithm for the improvement of cone-beam CT (CBCT) images (Phys. Med. Biol. 53 5719–33) has been further developed, optimised and validated extensively using 135 clinical CBCT images of patients undergoing radiotherapy treatment of the pelvis, lungs and head & neck. An automated technique has been developed to efficiently analyse the large number of clinical images. Small regions of similar tissue (for example fat tissue) are automatically identified using CT images. The same regions on the corresponding CBCT image are analysed to ensure that they do not contain pixels representing multiple types of tissue. The mean value of all selected pixels and the non-uniformity, defined as the median absolute deviation of the mean values in each small region, are calculated. Comparisons between CT and raw and corrected CBCT images are then made. Analysis of fat regions in pelvis images shows an average difference in mean pixel value between CT and CBCT of 136.0 HU in raw CBCT images, which is reduced to 2.0 HU after the application of the shading correction algorithm. The average difference in non-uniformity of fat pixels is reduced from 33.7 to 2.8 in shading-corrected CBCT images. Similar results are obtained in the analysis of lung and head & neck images.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Cone beam CT (CBCT) imaging\textsuperscript{1,2} has become an integral part of modern radiotherapy. With the ability to acquire images of patients at the time of treatment, CBCT imaging has allowed image guided radiotherapy (IGRT)\textsuperscript{3} to become standard practice.

CBCT images are typically of sufficient quality to allow patients to be set up for treatment accurately, by examining bony anatomy and the position of target structures\textsuperscript{4}. However, CBCT images often exhibit a range of artefacts that degrade their quality. These are caused by a number of effects, including the increased amounts of scatter resulting from the cone-shaped beam of x-rays. The pixel values in the images do not accurately represent Hounsfield Units (HU), and the images can exhibit poor uniformity – pixels representing a particular
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type of tissue can have different values depending on their location in the images. This is illustrated in Figure 1, which shows a single slice of a pelvis CBCT image volume (a) and a corresponding CT image (b) of the same patient. Due to these artefacts, CBCT images cannot be used, for example, to calculate the dose delivered by a radiotherapy treatment plan.

![Figure 1. Example slices of CBCT and CT image volumes of a pelvis. (a) shows a raw CBCT image volume after being acquired and reconstructed using the Elekta XVI system. (b) shows a CT image of the same patient, acquired some time before the CBCT image. (c) shows the image in panel (a) after it has been processed using our shading correction algorithm.](image)

Many methods have been studied that aim to improve the quality of CBCT images. For example: alterations to the imaging system hardware, such as anti-scatter grids and beam filters; scatter corrections applied to the CBCT projection images before reconstruction; assignment of uniform densities to different regions of the CBCT images; and derivations of calibration curves based on phantom measurements or site-specific population averages. Deformable image registration is also being investigated as a technique for mapping regions of a planning CT image to a corresponding CBCT image.

In a previous work we described a post-processing algorithm that uses a corresponding radiotherapy planning CT image to derive a low spatial frequency greyscale shading map that is used to correct CBCT images. The result of processing the image in Figure 1(a) with our algorithm is shown in Figure 1(c), and will be referred to as a shading-corrected CBCT image. The shading correction algorithm greatly improves both the overall HU calibration and uniformity of CBCT images.

In this work we have optimised and refined the shading correction algorithm, and have performed an extensive validation of the technique by analysing the greyscale values of 135 shading-corrected CBCT images of pelvis, lung and head & neck radiotherapy patients. Both the shading-correction algorithm and greyscale analysis have been fully automated to enable the efficient processing of large numbers of clinical images.

2. METHODS AND MATERIALS

2.1 Image and treatment plan data

CT and CBCT images were selected from patients that have undergone radiotherapy treatment of the pelvis, lungs or head & neck. Fifteen patients for each site and three CBCT images per patient were chosen, providing 45 CBCT images per site — 135 in total — to test and validate the shading correction algorithm. All images were anonymised prior to processing and analysis.

CT images were acquired using Siemens Somatom Definition AS and Philips Brilliance Big Bore CT scanners. CBCT images were acquired using the Elekta XVI imaging system (XVI software versions 4.5 & 5, Elekta, Crawley, UK).

2.2 CBCT shading correction algorithm

In a previous work we documented the initial version of the CBCT shading correction algorithm. A summary of the processing steps is also given here for completeness. A comparison between the CBCT and the corresponding planning CT image is used as the basis for the correction. A global linear scaling of the CBCT image voxels
is first applied to produce a CBCT image volume with voxel values corresponding approximately to HU. The scaling is derived by analysis of the CT and CBCT image histograms. The CBCT image histogram is linearly scaled until it more closely resembles the histogram of the CT image. A shading map is then produced by taking the ratio of the CT and histogram-scaled CBCT images. Regions of the CBCT and CT images that are not directly comparable — e.g. regions of gas in the rectum — are taken into account in the correction algorithm by creating masks that identify any image data that may be missing in one of the images. The shading map is smoothed so that it corrects for low spatial frequency brightness variations in the CBCT image.

Several modifications have been made to the algorithm in order to improve its speed and robustness, as well as to enable the efficient processing of lung images. The algorithm has been completely reimplemented in C++ and makes use of the Insight Toolkit (ITK). In some places, where further speed increases were necessary, image processing functions were rewritten from scratch. For example an efficient implementation of three dimensional binary morphology was produced; the time required to perform a three dimensional erosion or dilation was reduced from around 1 − 2 s per image volume to less than 0.05 s per image volume.

The shading-correction algorithm is completely automated, requiring no user interaction after the initial CT and CBCT images have been selected. In order to minimise the time burden placed on potential radiotherapy physicists using the correction algorithm, the processing time required has been reduced as much as possible. At the time of publishing it is possible to apply the entire correction procedure to a full CBCT image volume in around five seconds.

2.3 Image quality analysis

CBCT image quality is estimated by defining regions of a known tissue type using a CT image, and calculating the mean and standard deviation of the pixel greyscale values inside the same regions on the corresponding CBCT images. Regions of fat tissue are defined as having pixels with values in the range \(-100 – 0\) HU, and regions of higher density tissue, referred to simply as muscle, are defined as those with pixel values in the range \(0 – 150\) HU.

When analysing lung images, regions of lung tissue are not identified and compared. There is significant local anatomical variation within the lungs, with spongy tissue having different density to blood vessels and bronchi. In Figure 2(a) profiles are taken through a region of fat and lung tissue in a CT image of a lung patient. The difference between the pixel value at each point along the profile and the mean value is shown in Figure 2(b). Differences of up to 200 HU are visible in small regions in the profile through the lung tissue. The profile through the fat tissue, however, shows that the pixel values are much more consistent.

Figure 2. Example profiles through a lung CT image. (a) shows the location of two profiles, taken through fat tissue (blue, dashed) and lung tissue (red, solid). (b) shows the difference between the pixel value at each point along the profile and the mean value of pixels along the profile.

It is therefore not expected that small regions of lung tissue would be similar throughout a CT image, nor between a CT and CBCT image, and would not provide a reliable test of the image quality.
Figure 3. Illustration of the automated method used to assess CBCT image quality.
2.3.1 Automated analysis method

Due to the large number of clinical images studied, an automated method for defining and analysing regions of similar tissue was developed. The analysis workflow is illustrated in Figure 3.

The first step of the automated analysis is to register the CT image to the corresponding CBCT image. The registration is performed as part of the shading correction algorithm, so the same transformation is applied to the CT image here. A checkerboard comparison of the CT and CBCT images after registration is shown in Figure 3(a). Pixels representing a particular type of tissue in the CT image volume are then selected by applying a threshold. An example of the resulting mask is shown in Figure 3(b), with areas of fat tissue highlighted in red. A single slice of the image volume is then selected (Figure 3(c)). A random point in the slice is chosen and all pixels within a circle of radius \( R \), centred on the point, are selected. All of the selected pixels inside the circular region must lie inside the tissue mask (Figure 3(d1)). If any pixels lie outside the mask (Figure 3(d2)), the region is discarded and another starting point is selected. The region radius \( R \) is varied as the analysis progresses. Initially the algorithm searches for large regions (\( R = 12 \)) however if no suitable region can be found after 5000 attempts, the region radius is reduced by 1 and the process is repeated. A strategy such as this is required in order to locate, for example, regions of fat in images of the head, where there is often very little fat tissue.

Anatomical changes to the patient are expected to have taken place between the acquisition of the CT and CBCT images. Therefore it is possible that the region defined using the CT image will not contain the same tissue type when transposed to the CBCT image. In order to mitigate this potential problem the region is only accepted if the pixel values inside the region on the shading-corrected CBCT image have standard deviation less than 50 (Figure 3(e)). Once a suitable region has been identified (Figure 3(f)) the processes is repeated until a sufficient number of regions have been defined on the slice (Figure 3(g)). Five regions per slice are defined in the analysis presented below. The next slice of the CT image volume is then selected and the processes is repeated until circular regions have been found on all slices of the image.

A standard deviation of 50 was found empirically to be sufficient to determine when a circular region contained pixels of more than one type of tissue in the shading-corrected CBCT images. Figure 4 shows examples of circular regions that are rejected by imposing this requirement.

---

![Figure 4](image-url)

Figure 4. Examples of circular regions, defined automatically using CT images, which are rejected by requiring that pixel values in the corresponding shading-corrected CBCT have standard deviation less than 50. In the pelvis image, differences in the distribution of fat tissue in the CBCT image cause the region to contain both fat and muscle. The lung images show a patient whose distribution of fat tissue has changed due to weight loss or a change in arm position; a region containing fat in the CT image also contains pixels representing air in the CBCT image, resulting in the pixel values having a large standard deviation. Slight differences in the position of the patient’s jaw in the head & neck image results in the circular region on the CBCT image containing some bone pixels.
In order to investigate the effects of the different parts of the correction algorithm, the CBCT images are analysed after they have been partially and fully corrected. CBCT images analysed after only the global linear scaling of the pixel values has been applied are referred to as histogram-scaled. Images that have been processed using the full shading correction algorithm are referred to as shading-corrected.

The quality of the CBCT images is then estimated by taking the difference between the mean value of the pixels in the regions defined on the CT image, and that calculated using the CBCT images. A non-zero difference in mean pixel value would indicate that the CBCT image pixels do not accurately represent Hounsfield Units. For each image we also define the non-uniformity as the median absolute deviation of the means of the pixel values in each region. If all of the regions in an image had exactly the same mean value, the non-uniformity would be zero. A non-zero difference in non-uniformity indicates that a CBCT image is more non-uniform than the corresponding CT image – the pixels representing a particular type of tissue have a range of values depending on their location in the image.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Pelvis images

![Figure 5. Differences between the mean value (dark histograms) and non-uniformity (light histograms) of pixels representing fat tissue in pelvis CT images, and those in corresponding uncorrected CBCT (left), histogram-scaled CBCT (middle) and shading-corrected CBCT (right) images.](image)

Results of the analysis of fat and muscle regions in pelvis images are shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 respectively. Analysis of the two regions show consistent results. The uncorrected CBCT images exhibit differences in mean pixel value of around -130 in regions of fat and around -220 in regions of muscle tissue. There are a small number of images that show a much smaller difference in mean pixel value. These pelvis images were acquired using an updated version of the Elekta XVI software (XVI 5.0) and are discussed in Appendix A. The non-uniformity of the pixels in the fat (muscle) regions is around 30 (20), indicating the non-uniformity in the images; the pixels representing fat and muscle in the CBCT images do not all have similar values, as is the case in the corresponding CT images.

After applying the global linear scaling to the images (red histograms) the differences in mean pixel value are closer to zero, indicating that the pixels of the histogram-scaled CBCT images more closely resemble the Hounsfield Units present in the CT images. The non-uniformity of the pixel values are largely unchanged; a simple global linear scaling of pixel values does not, by definition, correct for non-uniformities in the CBCT image.

Once the full shading correction has been applied the differences in mean pixel value and non-uniformity are very close to zero. All regions of similar tissue in the shading-corrected CBCT images contain approximately the same pixel value, and the value is close to what is calculated using the corresponding CT image.
Figure 6. Differences between the mean value (dark histograms) and non-uniformity (light histograms) of pixels representing muscle tissue in pelvis CT images, and those in corresponding uncorrected CBCT (left), histogram-scaled CBCT (middle) and shading-corrected CBCT (right) images.

3.2 Lung images

Figure 7. Differences between the mean value (dark histograms) and non-uniformity (light histograms) of pixels representing fat tissue in lung CT images, and those in corresponding uncorrected CBCT (left), histogram-scaled CBCT (middle) and shading-corrected CBCT (right) images.

Results of the greyscale analysis of lung images are shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8. The results are qualitatively the same as those of the pelvis images: the uncorrected CBCT images have regions of fat and muscle tissue with pixel values significantly different from those in the corresponding CT images; applying the histogram scaling part of the shading correction algorithm reduces the difference in the mean pixel values but does not reduce the non-uniformity of the pixel values; the full shading correction further reduces the difference in mean pixel value and significantly improves the uniformity of the CBCT images.

3.3 Head & neck images

Figures 9, 10 show the results of the automated greyscale analysis on the clinical head & neck images.

The head & neck results are similar to those from the pelvis and lung images. A feature of the histograms that should be noted is that the histogram-scaling part of the algorithm appears to have little effect on the quality of the CBCT images (i.e. red and blue histograms are very similar). It is only after the full shading
Figure 8. Differences between the mean value (dark histograms) and non-uniformity (light histograms) of pixels representing muscle tissue in lung CT images, and those in corresponding uncorrected CBCT (left), histogram-scaled CBCT (middle) and shading-corrected CBCT (right) images.

Figure 9. Differences between the mean value (dark histograms) and non-uniformity (light histograms) of pixels representing regions of fat tissue calculated using head & neck CT images, and those calculated with corresponding uncorrected CBCT (left), histogram-scaled CBCT (middle) and shading-corrected CBCT (right) images.
correction is applied that a significant improvement in image quality is made. The reason for this is the same as for the small number of uncorrected pelvis images that show only a slight difference in mean pixel value; the majority of the clinical head & neck images that were collected had been acquired with a more recent version of the Elekta XVI software (XVI 5.0). Some observations about the images acquired with different versions of the XVI software are presented in Appendix A.

3.4 Discussion

The results of running the shading correction algorithm on a large number of clinical images, across a range of imaging sites, demonstrate the clear improvement in image quality that is provided on top of a simple correction such as a global linear scaling of the pixel values. The shading-corrected CBCT images contain pixel values that more closely resemble Hounsfield Units than their uncorrected counterparts, and the uniformity of pixels representing particular types of tissue is greatly improved.

It was previously noted that some uncorrected pelvis images acquired with an updated version of the XVI software (XVI 5.0) had a much smaller difference in mean pixel value – differences of around 50 HU compared to around 225 HU. However the head & neck images, which were also acquired with XVI 5.0, exhibit reasonably large differences in mean pixel value between CT and uncorrected CBCT of around 100 – 150 HU. The reason for this is that images of head & neck patients are typically acquired using a small field of view, which does not encompass the full patient outline the level of the shoulders. CBCT images can therefore suffer from large artefacts around the level of the shoulders, as illustrated in Figure 11.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>longitudinal group</th>
<th>uncorrected CBCT median abs. diff.</th>
<th>corrected CBCT median abs.diff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 - ‘low’</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 - ‘medium’</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 - ‘high’</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is therefore the regions of fat and muscle tissue defined in approximately the inferior third of a head & neck image that lead to the relatively large median absolute difference in mean fat tissue pixel value between CT and uncorrected CBCT (Figure 9). This can be confirmed by splitting the analysis of regions of fat tissue into three groups according to their longitudinal position, illustrated with blue lines and numbers on Figure 11 (b). Median absolute differences in mean fat tissue pixel values between CT and (un)corrected CBCT images are summarised in Table 1.

Figure 10. Differences between the mean value (dark histograms) and non-uniformity (light histograms) of of pixels representing regions of muscle tissue calculated using head & neck CT images, and those calculated with corresponding uncorrected CBCT (left), histogram-scaled CBCT (middle) and shading-corrected CBCT (right) images.

Table 1: Median absolute difference in mean fat tissue pixel value between CT and uncorrected/corrected CBCT images. Regions of fat tissue are split into three groups according to their longitudinal position, illustrated in Figure 11 (b).
Although effort has been made to ensure that pixels representing the same type of tissue are compared on the CT and CBCT images, the nature of a fully automated validation technique means that this may not always be the case. The results presented here can therefore be considered as giving a conservative estimate of the performance of the shading correction algorithm; a difference in mean pixel value and non-uniformity would only be made larger by selecting pixels of a different tissue type. It would not be possible for a poorly-corrected CBCT image to appear to be of similar quality as a CT image using the analysis presented here.

An alternative method for determining whether the processed CBCT images are of sufficient quality for use in a clinical environment would be to perform dose recalculations using the corrected CBCT images. A study assessing the dosimetric impact of the shading correction has also been performed.

The results suggest that the current implementation of the shading correction algorithm is robust and reliable enough to be tested in a clinical environment with no user intervention. The automated greyscale analysis produces consistent results, and could be adapted for use as a fast on-line check that the shading correction algorithm has functioned correctly.

4. CONCLUSIONS

A post-processing method for the enhancement of CBCT images, has been optimised and refined to increase robustness and reduce required processing time. The shading correction algorithm runs without any user interaction and can produce enhanced CBCT image volumes in around 5 seconds. The algorithm has been tested and validated extensively using a 135 clinical images of patients undergoing radiotherapy of the pelvis, lung and head & neck.

An automated method has been developed for assessing the quality of the processed CBCT images. Regions of fat and muscle tissue are automatically selected using CT images. Mean pixel values inside the regions are calculated and compared to the values calculated using the same regions on the corresponding CBCT images. Results confirm that the corrected CBCT images are of better quality that the unprocessed versions, and that the shading correction algorithm is robust and effective. A further study assessing the dosimetric impact of the shading correction has also been performed.
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APPENDIX A. XVI 5 IMAGES

In a recent update to the Elekta XVI software (XVI 5.0) a correction is applied to the CBCT images during reconstruction. The effect of the correction is similar to global linear scaling applied in the shading correction.

Fig. 12 shows examples of pelvis images acquired using versions 4.5 and 5.0 of the XVI software. One slice of each image is shown, using the same window and level settings.

![Image of pelvis images acquired with versions 4.5 (left) and 5.0 (right) of the Elekta XVI software.](image)

It is clear that the image acquired using XVI 5.0 has pixels with different greyscale values than those in the XVI 4.5 image. The pixels in the XVI 5.0 image more accurately represent Hounsfield Units. This is confirmed by comparing the histograms of the two images, shown in Fig. 13. The entire image volumes are used to populate the histograms, rather than just the single slice of the volumes shown in Fig. 12.

![Histograms created using XVI 4.5 (black, solid) and XVI 5.0 (orange, dashed) pelvis images volumes. A single slice of each volume is shown in Fig. 12.](image)

Both histograms exhibit the features present in typical histograms of CBCT images; two main peaks are visible which correspond to pixels representing air (peak with lower pixel values) and soft tissue (higher pixel values). The histogram of the XVI 5.0 image contains air pixels with values closer to the HU definition of -1000, and soft tissue pixels with values closer to the average HU value of tissue, of approximately zero.

Fig. 14(a) and (b) show comparisons of CT and CBCT image histograms corresponding to the XVI 4.5 and XVI 5.0 pelvis images shown in Fig. 12. Histograms created using the corresponding planning CT scans for each pelvis patient are shown in black. They have significantly more detail that the histograms from the unprocessed CBCT images. In particular the CT image histograms have sufficient detail that peaks representing both fat and muscle tissue can be distinguished from each other, at around -50 and +50 HU respectively.
Figure 14. Histograms of CT and CBCT images of the XVI 4.5 (a) and XVI 5.0 (b) pelvis patients. “CT” histograms (black, solid) are created using the patient’s corresponding planning CT image. “CBCT” histograms (purple, dashed) are created using the unprocessed CBCT images of the patient. “CBCT scaled” (pink, dot-dashed) histograms are created using CBCT images after the application of the global linear scaling applied as part of the shading correction algorithm. “CBCT shaded” histograms (orange, solid) are created using CBCT images that have been corrected using the full shading correction algorithm.

For the XVI 4.5 image (Fig. 14(a)), the unprocessed CBCT image histogram (purple, dashed) has air and tissue peaks that are offset from the corresponding peaks in the CT image. The application of the global linear scaling corrects this, resulting in an image with pixel values that more closely resemble Hounsfield Units, and a histogram (pink, dot-dashed) that has peaks in the correct locations. The full shading correction further improves the image quality, and the histogram (orange, solid) of the resulting image exhibits separated peaks of fat and muscle tissue, as are present in the original CT image histogram.

The histogram of the uncorrected XVI 5.0 CBCT image (Fig. 14(b), purple, dashed) has air and tissue peaks that are already in approximately the correct location. The global linear scaling applied to the uncorrected XVI 5.0 CBCT image has only a small effect. The position of the air peak in the “CBCT scaled” histogram (pink, dot-dashed) is shifted to be more consistent with the main air peak in the CT image histogram, and the tissue peak is left almost unchanged. However the application of the full shading correction still produces an improvement, and the resulting “CBCT shaded” image histogram (orange, solid) contains the separated fat and muscle tissue peaks that are shown in the corresponding CT image.